Preface

Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) include an ensemble of methods and technologies able to produce hydroxyl radicals (\(\cdot \text{OH}\)) that unselectively oxidize and thus cleave organic pollutants in water or humid air. AOPs either partially cleave contaminant molecules into smaller ones or, in the best case scenario, fully oxidize them to \(\text{CO}_2\) (\(\text{CO}_2^+\) in water) and \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\), thus attaining complete mineralization. \(\cdot \text{OH}\) radicals generate from either a chemical reaction or the interaction of an energy source with water (water splitting in \(\cdot \text{OH}\) and \(\text{H}\)) or the species dissolved in it. The Fenton reaction series (initiated with \(\text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2\)) and ozonation reactions (initiated with \(\text{O}_3 + \text{HO}^\cdot\)) belong to the first type. In the second type, photocatalysis generates \(\cdot \text{OH}\) radicals by the interaction of UV light with a semiconductor yielding electrons and holes (\(\text{e}^-\) and \(\text{h}^+\)), while low frequency ultrasound (US) and hydrodynamic cavitation translate into high temperatures (thousands of Kelvin) and shear rates from the collapse of the vapour cavities, generated by acoustic and hydrodynamic cavitation, respectively.

AOPs exhibit different efficiency to degrade pollutants depending on several factors, including: concentration of dissolved gases in water, pH, AOP reagents concentration, pollutant concentration, energy source intensity and density.

Energy source-based AOPs, among which US, classify as process intensification (PI) methods. To comply with PI principles, it is key to pursue the synergistic action from different processes to maximize process energy efficiency following the highest selectivity as possible to the desired products (mineralization products in this case).

US in combination with other AOPs or water treatment techniques act in fact in a synergistic way, whereby the desired response is greater than the added effect of the single processes.

We dedicate this special issue to hybrid AOPs involving US, whereby US acts in synergy with other water purification methods. These latter include photocatalysis, photoelectrocatalysis, \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\), Fenton reagent, photo-Fenton, a combination of photocatalysis and \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\), persulfate and peroxymonosulphate as oxidants, electrokinetic treatment to remove both organic and inorganic pollutants from soil. In this issue we also feature the simultaneous application of three methods – ultrasound, adsorption, and membrane filtration – in a hybrid process (USAME®) as post-treatment to biological soil remediation.

In case of US combined with photocatalysis and photo-electrocatalysis, it promotes mass transfer towards the catalyst and prevents fouling by sweeping off species adsorbed on the catalyst’s or electrode’s surface. In combination with \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\), either as a standalone reagent or a part of the Fenton reagent, US cleaves additional \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) molecules to extra \(\cdot \text{OH}\) radicals than the ones produced by the simple dissociation or by the simple Fenton reaction. In combination with persulfate, US generates highly oxidizing sulfate radicals (\(\text{SO}_4^{2-}\)) and, as a pre-treatment, it increases the degradation efficiency of electrokinetic treatments. In the USAME®, US prevents the fouling of the membrane by natural organic matter, thus extending its performance and reaching nearly complete emerging pollutant degradation.

This special issue includes papers by the most eminent researchers worldwide, from 30 different institutions, working on sonochemistry and specifically sonochemistry as an AOP. We hope the readership of Ultrasonics Sonochemistry will appreciate this special issue’s high quality content on emerging technologies based on US, which do not just contribute to the advancement of knowledge, but to achieve sustainability goals.
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